
HOW TACITUS AND NEOLOAD COMBINE TO IMPLEMENT DEVOPS 
WITHIN A CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION PIPELINE
In a conventional DevOps platform, resources are utilized on tool integration, automating the entire 
process. Tacitus provides the customer with integration ease and trouble-free DevOps process 
automation. With NeoLoad integrated into Tacitus during the performance testing phase, the DevOps 
culture is made simple, producing a reliable customer-approved product. 

Why NeoLoad?
The enterprise-scale performance testing platform is designed to help performance engineers and 
developers save time, deliver quickly with confidence. Its advanced capabilities such as automatic script 
maintenance, Selenium conversion, and one-click dashboard accessibility, enable organizations to 
fully automate performance testing, provide the reporting visibility critical to maintaining collaboration 
amongst stakeholders in Dev, QA, and Ops.  

Why Tacitus by Transitus NexGen?
Tacitus is an automated DevOps CI platform developed by Transitus NexGen Innovative Solution which 
aims at attaining maximum efficiency while maintaining the integrity of the DevOps culture. Its single 
platform architecture includes a built-in dashboard report compilation from all tools involved.

The Need for a Combined Solution
Transitus NexGen Innovative Solutions and Neotys work together towards seamless test process 
optimization resulting in faster software delivery. With NeoLoad, users will now be able to create cost-
effective and efficient projects, ultimately,  carving the path to DevOps.

• NeoLoad’s efficiency will automate your performance testing without working hours spent writing complicated scripts.

• Automate your CI with a single click or schedule for a time most convenient for you.

• Track NeoLoad analysis (along with all tools’ performance data) via the unified dashboard.
 

The NeoLoad/Tacitus Integration
Tacitus provides an interface to execute the NeoLoad test-cases by providing the user with options 
regarding configuration and incorporation into the DevOps pipeline no matter the project. Tacitus 
collects information from the user and applies it to trigger commands in NeoLoad, reporting pass/fail 
performance for each NeoLoad test executed (displayed as trending graphs aiding with quick regression 
detection).
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About Neotys
Neotys has nearly 15 years of development investment into NeoLoad – the performance testing platform 
designed to accelerate Agile and DevOps processes. It’s built by engineers who recognized that to achieve their 
Agile adoption objective; they needed to create a product that could facilitate superior load and performance 
testing continuously. The result – up to 10x faster test creation and maintenance with NeoLoad.

We genuinely believe that the performance engineer can become the critical application performance partner 
providing the best testing coverage while respecting the cadence of the Continuous Delivery process. As 
performance becomes the responsibility of the wider team, continued delivery of an optimized performance 
testing platform is what drives our work every day.

About Transitus
Transitus NexGen Innovative Solution delivers services across many fields: DevOps, automation and digital 
content creation to name a few. They employ leading certified TOSCA consultants who provide automation 
services to corporate global SIs. Transitus is also involved in curating and delivering technical content to some 
of today’s most prominent companies. With Tacitus, Transitus seeks to diminish margins typically felt through 
cost and resource allocation. It is the go-to place for any organization looking for customized solutions.
Transitusnexgen.com


